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There are three new “All-New” FIFA Ultimate Team modes, alongside new attributes, skills and tactics, new FIFA 18 scenarios, stats, and transfers, as well as a brand new selection screen to make browsing the FUT Drafts and Auction Packs even more intuitive. Upcoming Wednesday - 18 August, at 12:00 BST:
Xbox One FIFA 22 Beta Keys and Player Packs Next Wednesday - 19 August, at 12:00 BST: PS4 FIFA 22 Beta Key and Player Pack And Friday - 21 August, at 12:00 BST: PS4, Xbox One, PC FIFA 22 Beta Keys and Player Packs We are very excited to be taking FIFA Ultimate Team gameplay to the next level with a
whole new set of game modes. “We've received a lot of feedback from our fans after the release of FIFA 19 that Ultimate Team has become a key part of the FIFA experience,” said Craig Hayes, Vice President of Marketing at EA Sports. “FUT will continue to evolve into a key pillar in the FIFA franchise for years

to come as we expand beyond the game’s core modes. The inclusion of HyperMotion makes Ultimate Team even more fun and faster-paced.” The 3 new Ultimate Team modes – TRANSFERMASTER, FUT CLUB and ULTIMATE KNOCKOUT – give fans a fresh new experience in FUT. Step into the shoes of a club
manager and choose your team, then put your new players through a combination of play, skill, stamina, strength, intelligence, creativity and determination to bring your players to the top of the world. In TRANSFERMASTER, simply choose the type of player you want to recruit, adjust the attributes, and make
your decisions quickly. Then take on other managers in a challenge to see how you fare. The game’s career mode takes you from your first entry into the top leagues to the heights of the Champions League or to compete against your club’s biggest rivals. Make the right signings, set the team up tactically and

reap the rewards of building a winning side. In FUT CLUB, create your club with your favourite players and develop them into a professional side. Rank up the team to increase its potential and unlock new kits, levels, training locations and stadiums, as well as collect new player cards. ULT
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Features Key:

FIFA 22 introduces "HyperMotion Technology," which uses motion capture data collected from 22 real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match in motion capture suits. The data collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to power FIFA 22
gameplay.
FIFA 22 introduces a new psychological challenges mode, called Impact, which allows gamers to play one match against any other rival in the world with up to 32 players on the pitch at once. Players in this mode will face explosive challenges designed to test their mental resilience.
New Career Mode responds to players' changing needs as they progress through their careers. Progression-based systems have been given a radical overhaul, giving managers new tools for moulding their squads' beliefs, skills and values.
PlayStation VR – Exclusive features powered by PlayStation VR technology are now available in FIFA 22, allowing gamers to immerse themselves in lifelike, inside-out action. FIFA fans can use PlayStation VR to climb right into the action, be it defence or attack.
WatchESPN functionality for all football fans now includes the much-anticipated Watch ESPN app, which will give fans ESPN's distinctive on-demand viewing on most major Xbox platforms and Apple TV.
New Commentary in FIFA 22, with official commentary in over 20 languages, including Filipino, Portuguese and Korean.
FIFA 22 has been fully remastered, with a new, more detailed graphics engine. Every club has been updated and the national teams have been brought up to date, too.
The FIFA community is in your hands. FIFA 21 introduced the Ultimate Team Legacy Editor, allowing players to seamlessly transfer the legacy of their Ultimate Team game online. Player records and attribute changes can be saved into this editor for the creation of custom teams and squads.
TV, Tablet and Smartphone- Enabled gameplay has been tailored to suit play on these user-friendly devices.
Improvements and adjustments have been made to major game systems, providing a smooth and seamless progression through the sport.
New features include the new Create-A-Club facility, which allows players to create their own unique custom team kits, stadium and logo. New rewards, career challenges, goal celebrations and faces all augment the experience. FIFA 22 also introduces selectable 
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FIFA is one of the best-selling and most popular sports series of all time, and with FIFA 22 gamers can relive the footballing magic of The Best FIFA Video Game series. The FIFA franchise has been moving the action on as far as it can go, with enhancements like fully-enacted, immersive all-new gameplay
experiences, and on and off the pitch new features and characters with the same depth and authenticity that fans have come to expect. FIFA is the ultimate sports game, and nothing says footie better than Lionel Messi or Cristiano Ronaldo. Start as you mean to go on. FIFA's reboot for the current
console generation sees the game follow last year's free-to-play trend and further refine the footballing experience. FIFA 22 is still a blockbuster-selling game with clear financial momentum, and this year we're excited to follow that up with a fully-fledged, free-to-play experience. Every action in FIFA
gives you more choices, greater control and new ways to express yourself on and off the pitch. FIFA's reboot for the current console generation sees the game follow last year's free-to-play trend and further refine the footballing experience. FIFA 22 is still a blockbuster-selling game with clear financial
momentum, and this year we're excited to follow that up with a fully-fledged, free-to-play experience. Every action in FIFA gives you more choices, greater control and new ways to express yourself on and off the pitch. The POTENTIAL Experiencing the game from a new angle. FIFA is the world's leading
videogame franchise, and EA SPORTS™ FIFA 22 builds on the success of last year's FIFA 1 to deliver an incredibly immersive gaming experience in which fans can relive their greatest memories and more from the game they love. FIFA is the world's leading videogame franchise, and EA SPORTS™ FIFA
22 builds on the success of last year's FIFA 1 to deliver an incredibly immersive gaming experience in which fans can relive their greatest memories and more from the game they love. This year's advancements see the game move into a new era, with game enhancements and mechanics driven by
feedback from the fans that influenced how the game is played. The new Career Mode experience puts the player in charge of their chosen career, as we continue to invest in player development across all aspects of the game with a unique new Training Mode. Football's in your face. bc9d6d6daa
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Put together your dream squad of real-life stars and make every fantasy dream come true! There are more than 700 FUT players to select from, with more being added all the time. You can trade and buy players to suit your style and pick from the very best players in the world. You can even create
your own manager and lead them to glory. You can play friendlies against clubs from around the world or try to ascend to glory by winning the FIFA World Cup™ or other major competitions. The more you play, the higher you climb up the FIFA eWorld Rankings and get the chance to compete with the
best players in the world and win awards and prizes in both the online and offline competition. Both modes can be played in solo, online multiplayer, or on consoles with friends in online and offline split-screen. CHALLENGES Challenge games reward players for their skills and ability and all rewards are
derived from gameplay and not achieved by merely completing objectives such as collecting items. Players of all abilities can compete against each other. Challenge games are perfect for beginners, and they also offer a wide variety of targets to suit all levels of players, such as Skill Games, Endurance
Games, and Speed Games. FEATS & ACEs FIFA has a tradition of rewarding players with gold medals, awards and titles for their achievements and ultimate team members. Players can earn many awards and titles throughout the course of their career or using Ultimate Team. There are two main
methods of obtaining these: Achievements, which are achieved simply by playing and not choosing difficulty, and ACEs (Achievement Challenge Events) which are events which players must complete within a certain time limit to obtain an award. POSTPONED LIVE EVENTS This season we have delayed
two fully-hosted live events until May for the following reasons: To provide more time for our community to prepare for, and enjoy, the FIFA World Cup™. As new updates for FIFA 22 are developed. We will provide a revised calendar for live events following these matches which will feature more live
events and more events in general at a later date. Thank you for your understanding. FIFA Official Tournament Series This season a total of 14 official tournaments across the world – from the FIFA Official Tournament Series – will be live hosted by the official FIFA team and featuring the best FIFA pros in
the world. Wherever you live, there is something to play for, whether you are a player, a manager

What's new:

Soccer, Football and Touching Each Other: FIFA seems to “get” the importance of playing the right style of Soccer in FIFA. One of the most impacting gameplay changes is the ability to
adjust the Defending Style to a more aggressive or slower “Timing Attack” style after ball recovery. In the traditional Offside Situation, if the ball isn’t at the spot, you can defend, or play
a “Bit” of the game. If the second half is about to start, you can go for the tactical approach and slow the game down, making controlling the ball much more efficient. It’s a subtle tweak
but one that can add a whole new dimension to the gameplay.
Weighting Passes: FIFA 22 adds a new weighting system for passing. Pass support is influenced by both the ball speed and lift as well as the height of the ball’s flight. Conversely, the
accuracy of passes is affected only by the height of the launch and the launch speed. This is a key example of EA wanting to provide more of a performance, or player’s skills as the game
presents it. This change has fewer ramifications on small scale passing but it helps bring Soccer into the realm of Racing Games. The fact that the ball will behave differently based on
such a small adjustment to the game’s nature is a positive step to making the game more universal and not too much of a departure from soccer when in fact the impact it has could never
be that profound
Player Aerials – Handling Dips: The pick-up and approach to the ball in FIFA 22 has been changed, allowing players to more closely control the aerial attributes of their passes. Dips and
movement is controlled by a more realistic physics system. This makes it possible to reposition players via the touch controls to guide passes away from the defender who is trying to
tackle. If executed properly, the game could dictate how players would orchestrate their game and this control could be useful in overtaking.
Left and Right Stick Dash: Players, and passing lanes, can be moved by connecting the Left and Right sticks to dash towards a player, or to play a Through-the-Leg pass. This inverts
FIFA’s manually controlled “Hit and Run” style, which needed the player to use those shots while making a dash. The difference in FIFA’ 
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FIFA is a powerful game that puts you in control of the entire world's most popular sport. Experience the sensation of playing football like never before with all new game modes and
revolutionary innovations in AI. Read More Read Less Features Take command of The World’s Game in FIFA 22! Over half a century of football created in FIFA, with updates and
refinements to gameplay and player intelligence. Revolutionary AI - A new season of innovation for FIFA’s unprecedented recreation of authentic football. Introducing Player Intelligence -
AI comes to life in new ways through unprecedented player intelligence which connects with real football and allows you to take charge of every game. Progression - A more personalized
journey to reach your dream, with the All-New Career Mode and new Live Moments. Local Seasons - FIFA’s first inclusion of real-world local and global seasons. Master the Game - All the
essentials and essential refinements. Watch your team-mates, listen to the crowd and find opponents in all-new 3D stadiums. New Seasons, New Location, New Stadiums - Explore the
new FIFA 22 countries and play in their authentic 3D stadiums. Intelligent Strikers - Take control of your strikers and send defenders packing, defending your box to create scoring
opportunities. New Matchday - Play in classic 5-a-side matches, realistic manager meetings or in Championship, League or Cup games. Minute-by-minute Referee Decision Making - Make
every call from a line of sight that’s unique to each category of kick, throw, injury, corner, and foul. New Teammate AI - Play in the very best FIFA mode with intelligent new teammates.
New Player Intelligence - Players make intelligent runs and defends, learn from previous mistakes, improve their decision making, and adapt to their team environment. New Pass, Shot,
and Cross AI - Players can now make intelligent runs and crosses to gain an advantage. New Viewing and Zones - Experience some of the most realistic viewing options available in the
history of football. New Saving, Viewing and Matchmaking Improvements - FIFA’s most realistic, intelligent, and robust online game engine. New Formation Patterns - Six new formation
patterns. New Teambuilding - Select from up to 32 team options from 23 leagues. Friendly - Play against the AI from one
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OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit) Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit) CPU: Intel Core i5-2500k 3.2GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 955 BE Intel Core i5-2500k 3.2GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 955 BE
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